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What if memory 
care came in a  
setting as warm 
and welcoming as 
a summer home?

Welcome to 
Summer House 
at Sunny View,  
where residents with memory care 

needs flourish in an intimate setting. 

Our neighborhood is a comfortable, 

intimate retreat with a protected 

garden. Here, people with Alzheimer’s 

and dementia-related conditions are 

honored and cared for as unique 

individuals, so they can feel connected, 

relaxed and engaged.



A family  
place.

Take a relaxed tour 
around our place. Inside, 
discover spacious, sun-
filled living spaces 
adorned with engaging 
art. Stroll together 
through our soothing 
garden retreat, gather 
around the table for 
family-style dining 
or enjoy meaningful 
connections by engaging 
with residents through 
art and music. Our 
picturesque grounds 
are welcoming and 
comfortable, ideal for 
family gatherings and 
casual conversation.  
All designed to feel  
inviting and warm.

Summer House is home to 23 suites  
in an intimate setting. We support 
wellbeing through art and music 
programs that help residents express 
themselves more freely, and—above 
all—we believe in compassionate 
caregiving. 
Our staff is devoted to honoring and 
celebrating each individual, building 
familiarity and forming close bonds.
Designed for ease of accessibility with  
barrier-free living, including roll-in 

showers and bathrooms, and unobtrusive 
monitoring technology by caregivers for 
peace of mind. 
Surrounded by Sunny View’s park-like 
campus, Summer House is a unique 
memory care neighborhood with a 
protected garden along a tree-lined path. 
Here you’ll find a comfortable place with 
modern sun-filled rooms surrounded by 
caring staff focused on each individual in 
an engaging community setting.

A peaceful setting in a quiet neighborhood.

Whole Person  
Wellbeing. 

Living well goes far beyond meeting 
physical needs. Our expert staff is attuned 
to the holistic needs of our residents. We 
get to know each individual and what they 
love. It’s this connection and close bond that 
nurtures community, encourages engagement 
and invites friends and family to come 
together. Summer House offers enrichment 
opportunities including art, pet therapy, music, 
family-style dining and events—all aimed at 
encouraging engagement with a focus on 
meaningful interactions and connections.

Engaging Innovation. 

Our innovative approaches to caregiving 
focus on the individual and encourage  
self-expression. Supported by the Front  
Porch Center for Innovation and Wellbeing, 
Summer House features engagement 
technologies like music therapy, virtual reality 
tools, an advanced interactive therapeutic robot 
called Paro and It’s Never 2 Late®, an interactive 
touch screen that residents use to tap into a host 
of apps that focus on engagement.
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